Coffees and Lunches

University restaurant is closed during the summer.

➔ Coffees will be served at the cafeteria of the MEG as part of reg. fee

--> There are many possibilities for lunches in the area (you pay)

We have reserved 15 lunches each day at the (nearest) Restaurant Come Prima
  (entrée + plat du jour + desert + coffee is about 25 CHF)
  vegetarian plat du jour option

But there are many possibilities, from sandwich to >70CHF
on Avenue Carl Vogt or rue des Bains
Restaurant Come Prima

3,8 ★★★★☆ • 11 avis

Lieu chaleureux • Décontracté • Convient aux enfants

Boulevard Carl-Vogt 62, 1205 Genève, Suisse

141 32 32 85 08